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1: An anonymous benefactor - Sermon Index
an anonymous benefactor gave the school a dozen new computers Recent Examples on the Web China has long been
Pyongyang's biggest benefactor, and its recent tightening of trade with North Korea, at Trump's behest, is thought to
have played a part in Kim's agreement to meet Trump to discuss a denuclearization of the Korean peninsula.

My anticipation of opening gifts on Christmas Day was boundless, for I knew my mother was an uncontrolled
shopper when it came to my whims. After opening one gift after another, I toted my new acquisitions up and
down the street so all the neighbors would know that Santa loved me best and that my parents were spoiling
me to my complete satisfaction. From such a worldly background of material prosperity, it seemed only
natural for me to fantasize that when I had children of my own the established tradition of wealth and
abundant giving at Christmas would continue. If that had been the case, I would not have had one memorable
Christmasâ€”just more of the same. It was in , almost twenty years ago, that my Christmas took a strange
twist. I was no longer the little girl awaiting the parental handout, but was an adult attempting to make my
own way in life. I was a graduate student in , completing a doctoral degree and raising three small sons alone.
Like several other graduate students, I had obtained university employment as a research writer for a
professor; and like most of the students, I was struggling to meet my financial obligations. Five days before
Christmas, I realized that my mismanagement of funds would prevent much gift buying of any kind. It seemed
unbearable to me. Cuddling my sons, I reluctantly explained my abhorrence of debt and the specter of our
economic plight. Santa Claus will give us gifts. My sons had been good. They had found happiness and
friendship in our family; we all were unusually close. Perhaps it was our circumstance. Yet, despite their
goodness, they would soon be disappointed because neither Santa nor mother would bring the desired presents
on Christmas Day. That night I cried and pled with the Lord for relief, for a glimmer of hope that Christmas in
our home would be better than I anticipated. My verbal prayers awakened the children. They seemed to
intuitively know what was causing my unhappiness. The next morning I could not hide the despair and
self-pity that had marred my face through the night. A curious, unstamped envelope caught my attention. I
gazed at the envelope and wondered if it were meant for me. Hoping it was, I tore it open. To my surprise I
found several dollars inside, but not a note of explanation. Together we counted the money, examined the
envelope, and expressed wonder at the anonymous gift. This was a direct answer to my prayer. There was
enough money in the envelope to buy an extra gift for each child. I was stunned and amazed, and my joy and
excitement of Christmas had returned. It was going to be a great Christmas Day after all. Where had the
money come from? Could it be from a neighbor, a friend, a classmate, or the bishop? Logical deduction led
me first to near neighbors. It must be the bishop, I decided. He denied being our benefactor, however, and
assured us that he did not know who had been so kind. Curiosity mounted as nightfall approached. I read the
envelope again: I also observed that each dollar bill had been folded and unfolded many times, as if each one
had been of infinite worth. My desire to uncover the identity of the anonymous donor grew. Soon that desire
was coupled with the gnawing resolve to return the money. The misshapen letters and folded bills evidenced
that the generous donor also had financial difficulties. I knew who had a broken typewriter, and who needed to
replace their ribbon, and who carefully folded and unfolded money, checking each dollar bill. It was my three
sons. With tears of love, I awoke the donors. You gave me the money. You gave me all the money you posses!
They sat silent for several moments until my nine-year-old Brian turned to his younger brother Todd and
punched him. I had seen generosity in all those around me, but had failed to recognize the generous hearts of
my children. Christmas was indeed a merry Christmas worth remembering.
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2: Anonymous benefactor for female artists comes forward - CBS News
The Anonymous Benefactor trope as used in popular culture. Oh, woe is The Pollyanna! Her humble aspirations are
practically a Tragic Dream because she's poor .

A friend of his stepson, I just happen to be sitting in the kitchen of his Ravenswood home one Saturday
morning. We spent a year designing it, a year raising capital He helps start innovative businesses, nonprofits,
and think tanks. Then he leaves to do something else. After leaving her job as director of the Wieboldt
Foundation, she became a major catalyst for changes in the Chicago Public Schools. Most days Anne gets up
early and goes to work. Stan gets up and putters around the house. Anne always seems to be doing two things
at once. Stan, at 67, is a big, gentle guy with drooping features and a paunch--he has the air of not doing much.
Stan Hallett says he was a country boy. His father was a Methodist minister, and the family moved from town
to town in Iowa and South Dakota, eventually settling in Rapid City. At age 14, Stan began preaching to a
congregation in Wall, South Dakota, when the famous Wall Drug was still "just a tiny drugstore. He started
graduate school in sociology at Duke when he was He had a knack for meeting historically significant people
before they became famous. His name was George McGovern. South Dakota was solidly Republican at the
time. It was traditionally conservative, whereas Nebraska and North Dakota were traditionally liberal. He
became secretary of the Democratic Party. He ran a real grassroots campaign for Congress against Joe Foss,
who had been governor and was a war hero--and he won. He was obviously a very good student. Someone
ought to look at the role of Boston University in organizing the civil rights movement. A lot of people went
there, many black leaders who had a strategic sense of social change--King, Jim Lawson, the head of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. These people had courses on theories of social change; they
studied struggles for social justice from the biblical record and from Western civilization. Dean Walter
Muelder was our major professor. He was a wonderful student of the history of moral ideas and the social
teachings of the church. He was a significant mover in starting the World Council of Churches in He was way
before his time on the status of women in the church, and he had a very strong commitment to dealing with
questions of race. Jim was one of these four-star guys: And committed to racial justice. He had a big impact on
me. Both of us were interested in Gandhi. While I was in college, he was organizing protests in Nashville. He
had gone to prison refusing the draft. He went to India to study Gandhi. Later on, there was a big conflict in
the [Southern Christian Leadership Conference] because a lot of people wanted him to be head of the SCLC
under King, while some thought he was too radical. Jim was in Memphis, helping to organize the sanitation
workers. Remember, King had come to Memphis to help organize the sanitation workers when he was
assassinated. When I got to Boston, I was living in a slum, on the edge of Roxbury. And the contrast between
life in the slums and in the suburbs was intriguing to me. I did a photo study. What got me interested in urban
planning was living in a city through the eyes of someone who came from South Dakota. During the late s I
spent four years in Newark as a minister, building an interracial community organization and an interracial
church in a white neighborhood that was changing. You develop a special relationship with people as a pastor.
You get to know people at a very different level than the sort of normal social contact. And you get angry at
the racism they experience. I discovered that my perceptions of race were like an onion. Like most
professionals, they were fitting into the existing power arrangements without being critical of them. So I spent
an afternoon with him. Zay just vant to know how to make a vindow tight. Then Mies stood up to accept the
award and he gave an eloquent affirmation of what I had said. He also taught at the University of Chicago and
at an ecumenical school on the near west side called the Urban Training Center for Christian Mission, which
taught organizing strategies to civil rights activists before they headed south. We would do a very simplified
work flowchart. The civil rights movement was sweeping the country, energizing and shaping a generation of
young people and testing most of the major institutions. The Urban Training Center was pretty much in the
middle of that, trying to keep communication open between various groups. A lot was going on at this time.
Although prosperous suburbs continued to expand, large numbers of people became aware of the poverty of
many urban neighborhoods and rural towns. He was one of the most hated men in Mississippi because he was
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seen as a white turncoat. He was the one who dropped Medgar Evers off the night Evers was killed in front of
his home. Northern media were relying on Mississippi outlets to cover the news. We have to get outside
credible sources in here to get the news out. I gave probably the best speech of my life. And then we began to
organize a delegation of clergy to go there from northern cities with the purpose of keeping down the violence.
The clergy would come back to Detroit or Baltimore, and then there would be an article in the local papers
from somebody they trusted. One after another the major metropolitan dailies started to report what was going
on. When we were working on desegregating churches in Mississippi, I would talk to Nick every night. Nick
would suggest what to do next because he knew what would make the news. He was a good reporter and
detective writer. Edgar Chandler, a Congregational minister, was its executive director. His capacity to cut
through bureaucracy and red tape was unparalleled. He was always finding the shortest distance between two
points. One of the first things Ed did upon arriving here was lead a march into Rainbow Beach, which was still
a segregated beach, along with Monsignor John Egan and Rabbi Robert Marx; that must have been around He
stood up against the business community and Daley, or at least he stood independent of them. He did it in a
way that was diplomatic but firm. Our era now has very few sources of moral authority. Back in the summer
of , the National Council of Churches hired Hallett to work with developer Jim Rouse to come up with one
possible solution. I was doing analysis on what it would look like if you had congregations of different
churches share the same religious facility near the center of town, with a day care center and meeting rooms.
We designed it so that there could be a Jewish service on Sabbath, then the Protestants come in on
Sunday--roll out the ark, roll in the altar. Different situations call for different strategies, but, Hallett says,
once action is taken there are always side benefits. He approached Hallett to learn how to get started. But they
still had to fight the building codes because Daley had such strict regulations on what could become a theater
that it was almost impossible. Jim organized such a strong combination of church and community support that
the building code was changed. Churches that were out got fire inspections. In order to deal with police
infringements on civil liberties, we formed an organization that monitored police activity. We had what we
called a Bible study group where a group of us would gather. Alinsky organized a bitter fight in Rochester
against Eastman-Kodak. It divided the community. A Baptist minister hung himself in a church basement.
Another left the church. My sense is that you tend to be OK in the heat of struggle. Then his wife of nearly 25
years, Sarah, filed for divorce. I had married young, at 18, when I was a senior in college. She was a girl from
Mitchell, South Dakota, a fine woman. I had a lot of responsibility for the kids. We had four kids, all of whom
turned out really well. But when they were little, I was working all day at the Church Federation and teaching
at the Urban Training Center at night, and that was a high price to pay being away from my kids. It probably
contributed some to the divorce. Also, I used to think it was important to achieve a position of power and
prestige and status. I felt enormously relieved to know I had limits. I was just glad to be alive.
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3: Anonymous Benefactor - TV Tropes
The Anonymous Benefactor by Susan Easton Black With a Cadillac, a maid, and a gardener, my family always had a
Christmas with the best gifts from Santa's sleigh. My anticipation of opening gifts on Christmas Day was boundless, for I
knew my mother was an uncontrolled shopper when it came to my whims.

Create New Oh, woe is The Pollyanna! Method of delivery may vary, but this gift is the hallmark of the
Anonymous Benefactor, someone whose "altruistic" motives and identity are a mystery. This may be because
they: Of course, not all gifts are ultimately good, and some may herald incredible changes to the recipient. If
the gift is the Sword of Plot Advancement given to the The Chosen One , it signals the start of their
adventureâ€” whether they want to go or not. Of course, the Anonymous Benefactor might have less altruistic
motives and send a Trojan Horse with the intent to harm her, or as a means to ensure the hero gets the
MacGuffin so they can steal it. Other possibilities include the Anonymous Benefactor helping a minor villain
or non-evil rival to the heroine. In which case this is usually a ploy by the Big Bad to give the hero someone
else to chew on while their own Evil Plan advances. Usually their identity is discovered or revealed at the end
of the story, at least by the viewer. A good many characters may decide not to look this gift horse in the mouth
despite having known enemies. Related to the Mysterious Employer , where the benefactor offers the character
in question steady work, at the cost of not asking too many questions. In Mai-Otome , Sergay Wang supports
Arika while she is at school without her knowing who he truly is. Rino in Best Student Council is supported
by "Mr. Poppit" so she can attend a prestigious school. We later learn the identity of Mr. Poppit is Kanade
Junguuji. Maya Kitajima of Glass Mask enjoys the attention of an anonymous fan from the very beginning of
her career. This is the premise of My Daddy Long Legs. Penniless orphan Judy is sent to school high school,
in this adaptation thanks to an anonymous benefactor. It turns out that her benefactor is her love interest, Jervis
Pendleton, which makes this a case of Wife Husbandry. Jonah Jameson is a notorious skinflint, obnoxious
boss, and all around Jerkass to Peter Parker and worse to his alter-ego Spider-Man. But when Peter was
accused of murder Jameson made sure he got the best defense attorney money could buy - on the condition
that Peter never find out who was paying the bills. Midway through the rehearsal, he realizes he forgot about
advertising costs - but then an anonymous package arrives with enough funds to cover it. Happened in an early
Archie Comics Sonic the Hedgehog comic. Antoine, sympathetic to his plight and gratified that his first choice
for a Plan B was the town laughingstock , agrees to help. Throughout his search, Antoine is saved numerous
times from certain doom by contrived coincidences he appears not to notice. Now You See Me had a
mysterious benefactor who brought the Four Horsemen together and gave them everything they needed.
Literature The Count of Monte Cristo is this to the family of his former employer. Raising sheep in Australia
will do that apparently. In Harry Potter , Harry receives his Invisibility Cloak from an anonymous benefactor
as a Christmas present his first year. Both times, he discovers who it was by the end of the year. Later, in
Goblet of Fire , a "benefactor" enters Harry into the Triwizard Tournament and gives him assistance by proxy,
although his motives are less than benevolent. A Little Princess has one for the main character. At the end of
the third book, after two books worth of build-up, we learn the Anonymous Benefactor is Alanna herself. Not
a huge twist and not even supposed to be, as we know from the beginning that Alanna wanted to help Kel with
practical advice and is forbidden by the King for political reasons. The entire plot of Daddy-Long-Legs is that
orphan Judy gets sent to college by an anonymous benefactor that she is required to write letters to. In The
Mysterious Island , various events of good fortune happen to the impromptu colonists on Lincoln Island,
which they gradually come to realize are not an accident but some unknown benevolent force assisting them.
Eventually, they discover their benefactor is none other than Captain Nemo himself. In Greek Ninja , Sasha
and her team are helped by an unknown person when they get in a pinch with centaurs. Rather than a curse,
this Beast is the victim of an accident that scrambled his DNA, and only a scientific cure can save him â€” one
it seems no one can formulate. The heroine winds up helping him by helping an Unexpected Character , the
Twelfth Doctor, serve as this trope, though neither of the lovers learns the whys and wherefores of their
willingness to help, much less who they actually are. In Korea Charles leaves chocolate candy at the
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orphanage, which the head of the orphanage subsequently sells on the black market; when Charles discovers
this and confronts the orphanage head, he learns the proceeds from the sale went for rice and cabbage i.
Charles realizes that was the point of his tradition, to help ease the suffering. All except Klinger, who
overhears Charles talking with the orphanage head. A Christmas episode of The Jeffersons had George doing
this for the family that lived in the same crummy apartment he grew up in. In Bones , the scholarship program
that allows Wendell to keep his internship is about to shut down, but is saved at the end of the episode by an
anonymous donor. Another episode has Booth making suspicious visits to a hospital. Crime Story featured a
brutally karmic version - a director of porn movies who used captive young runaways in his films is caught
and arrested. The director smugly assumes someone powerful appreciates his talent and will be funding him
from now on, then, outside the courthouse he meets the benefactor - the head Don of the syndicate He gets
taken for a ride She gets furious thinking it was part of a big scam, so she comes back later demanding
satisfaction - and a cute young child answers the door. She melts at the sight of him and tells him that she
bought the gifts. The child, shocked, realizes there is no Santa, and his dad chews her out for her
self-centeredness. She finances his expedition for reasons for her own. Once he bought a hotel, then made a
POI the manager she was a maid in the hotel who had been studying hotel management. Another had him foot
the bill for a young POI to go to a very exclusive private school. The rabbi quickly realizes that the miser was
doing this charity in secret, and requests that when he dies, he be buried in the place of honor next to "the holy
miser. The Advisors of Half-Life 2 are the Orwellian propaganda variant. The only people to see them are
unlucky rebels, Alyx Vance and Gordon Freeman. To everyone else they are anonymous entities who oversee
the situation on Earth. In response he donates some Collector tissue and has Mordin pull some strings to get
special clearance on the research that might lead to a cure for Corpalis Syndrome. At the end of the letter in
the dossier, the doctor assures him that as per his request, his donations will remain anonymous. Miranda
Lawson also qualifies as this, as she has secretly been keeping her younger twin sister Oriana under careful
surveillance, making sure she leads a life of normalcy. The mysterious letters you receive in The Elder Scrolls
V: In Bravely Default , one NPC in the city of Eternia mentions that a sick girl regularly receives payment for
her treatment from an anonymous person, who is hinted to be Ciggma Khint. The Legend of Zelda: The
Minish Cap provides an explanation for why the many Links of the Zelda series can find Rupees and other
items under rocks and in grass: Western Animation Villain example. As she pines for a way to destroy all of
ghost-kind in revenge, a mysterious box from the DALV Corporation grants her a high-tech suit and Hover
Board , both loaded to the gills with weaponry, so she can do just that. It ended well for Popeye, though. An
attempted invocation occurs in The Simpsons episode " Missionary: Later, a Mysterious Stranger leaves Hank
several porno movies at his doorstep, with a note claiming that the proof that he was telling the truth could be
found in the tapes. After looking at the tapes, Hank discovers that the movie he was accused of never returning
was released several weeks after Hank supposedly rented it. After winning in court Bill leaves another
anonymous note congratulating Hank. Real Life The Unknown Troper. Around Christmas time , department
stores from all over the U. Albert Speer, the Nazi minister of War production, secretly gave away a large part
of the royalties of his autobiography to Jewish charities. Apparently he was afraid of being rejected or branded
a hypocrite if he gave charity openly. Your gut flora could be considered a form of this.
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4: Thank you to the anonymous benefactor that sent my ham daughter a TH-D72AG | QRZ Forums
Method of delivery may vary, but this gift is the hallmark of the Anonymous Benefactor, someone whose "altruistic"
motives and identity are a mystery. Usually it's someone who knows her (or him) and wants to help her while
maintaining anonymity.

In Mai-Otome , Sergay Wang supports Arika while she is at school without her knowing who he truly is.
Comic Books Edit J. Jonah Jameson is a notorious skinflint, obnoxious boss, and all around Jerkass to Peter
Parker and worse to his alter-ego Spider-Man. But when Peter was accused of murder Jameson made sure he
got the best defense attorney money could buy - on the condition that Peter never find out who was paying the
bills. Happened in an early Archie Comics Sonic the Hedgehog comic. Antoine, sympathetic to his plight and
gratified that his first choice for a Plan B was the town laughingstock , agrees to help. Throughout his search,
Antoine is saved numerous times from certain doom by contrived coincidences he appears not to notice.
Raising sheep in Australia will do that apparently. In Harry Potter , Harry receives his Invisibility Cloak from
an anonymous benefactor as a Christmas present his first year. Both times, he discovers who it was by the end
of the year. Later, in Goblet of Fire , a "benefactor" enters Harry into the Triwizard Tournament and gives him
assistance by proxy, although his motives are less than benevolent. A Little Princess has one for the main
character. At the end of the third book, after two books worth of build-up, we learn the Anonymous
Benefactor is Kinda let-down, in the end. Not really all that surprising. The entire plot of Daddy Long Legs is
that orphan Judy gets sent to college by an anonymous benefactor that she is required to write letters to. In
Korea Charles left candy at the orphanage, which the head of the orphanage subsequently sold on the black
market. Charles discovered this and confronted him; he said he traded it for blankets, etc. Charles realized that
was the point of his tradition, to help ease the suffering. All except Klinger, who overhears Charles talking
with the orphanage head. A Christmas episode of The Jeffersons had George doing this for the family that
lived in the same crummy apartment he grew up in. In Bones , the scholarship program that allows Wendell to
keep his internship is about to shut down, but is saved at the end of the episode by an anonymous donor.
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5: Benefactor | Definition of Benefactor by Merriam-Webster
An anonymous benefactor paid her overdue taxes, saving her home from foreclosure. "I was in a state of shock,"
Tompkins said of the moment she heard the news.

Close friends tried to dissuade Barnardo on the grounds that this was a pointless and well-nigh crazy idea. At
that time he attended a conference in Oxford, and settled into a small hotel in the town. He had barely begun to
unpack his cases when a knock came at his door. Barnardo opened the door to see a total stranger staring him
in the face. The stranger said, "Dr Barnardo" "Yes", Barnardo replied. The stranger said, "You are thinking of
building a village for orphan girls at Ilford, are you not" "Yes", the Doctor admitted. The rest is history! For
seven long years famine had plagued the land 8: This little community at Gilgal had been delivered from the
danger of unwholesome stew but their troubles were not yet over. Although this famine was drawing to a close
food was still scarce and prospects for the immediate future were far from encouraging. Now in any climate of
economic deprivation and shortages, the natural reaction is predictable As the late Francis Schaeffer expressed
it, "the priorities of a materialistic culture are personal peace and affluence", that is get all you can, can all you
get and to pot with the rest". But God took what he gave and made it a blessing to many! God moved this man
to bring a gift to Elisha. Look at the gift that he brought. You see there was something: What did he bring
"Twenty loaves of barley bread from the first ripe corn, along with some heads of new corn". Concerning the
firstfruits we read, "The first of the firstfruits of thy land thou shalt bring into the house of the Lord thy God".
Baal worship, idolatry was established in the land 3: The important thing is this, in the midst of his changed
circumstances he did not forget his responsibility to God! Have you Here was a man who sought to give in
accordance with the Scriptures! Do you and I do this Ills: Ron Blue a Christian financial counselor has
calculated that "if all Christians were reduced to a welfare cheque from Social Security and they tithed on that
amount, the church would overall double its receipts". My, have you been robbing God Does God get our tips
instead of our tithes Some believers speak against tithing! Well, how much are we to give Paul says, "Upon
the first day of the week let every one of you lay by him in store, as God hath prospered him. Is this not what
the widow gave " All that she had". You see if we are right in suggesting that this was the first harvest since
the time of drought and famine 4: For did you notice where he came from Baal-shalisha Some scholars reckon
this was a village near Mount Ephraim, some distance from Gilgal. This village was originally called
"Shalisha", but the evil power exerted by Jezebel had stamped upon it the name of her false god 1 Chron 5:
What an indictment against our casual Christianity that wants to give God our leftovers: My, around us the
world devotes its treasures to its gods After all, times were hard! My, resources were scarce for Elisha yet here
is offering to feed the students from the Bible College! Do you know why God has prospered you Well, Paul
says "And God is able to make all grace abound to you so that in all things at all times, having all that you
need, you will abound in every good work". But the Lord said, "It is more blessed to give than to receive",
Acts Many years ago C. It was only when he said, "Yes, Lord I will", that sleep came to him. Muller on his
knees before an open Bible praying. Spurgeon returned to London. On his desk he found a letter awaiting him.
He opened to find it contained guineas! The Book of Proverbs tells us if we scatter we shall increase. It says
"the liberal soul shall be made fat: For look at what 4: What a man Elisha was! A man who lives for others: A
man who trusts God for the supernatural: My, there were a men and only 20 loaves and some corn but Elisha
believed that God could miraculously meet the need. A man who anticipates the superabundant: My, this is the
confidence of a man who believes that God is always liberal in His giving Jam 1: Faith mighty faith, the
promise sees And looks to God alone; Laughs at impossibilities, and cries, It shall be done". For the crowd ate
of the food and were strengthened. What to the servant was impossibility became a possibility, a reality as the
food was handed around. God is more than adequate for our need. Not one went hungry! There was enough
food for all so that all were satisfied and content. And My, "God is able to make all grace abound toward you:
For "they ate and had some left over I am full have received of Epaphroditus the things which were sent from
you". When Robert Raikes began his S. School he thought only of the poor ignorant children of Gloucester:
But then God meets sacrificial giving with supernatural blessing! My, will you give what you have to the Lord
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For He will take it:

6: Young mother tries to trace anonymous benefactor who gave her Â£5 on train | UK news | The Guardian
Our series A More Perfect Union aims to show what unites us as American is far greater than what divides us. In this
installment, we bring you the story of Susan Unterberg, a year-old.

7: Benefactor Synonyms, Benefactor Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
Page County Veterans Affairs Executive Director Janet Olsen revealed the identity of an anonymous benefactor in an
interview on KMA's "Morning Line" program Friday morning.

8: Thank you to the anonymous benefactor that sent my ham daughter a TH-D72AG | Page 3 | QRZ Forum
an anonymous benefactor gave the school a dozen new computers Synonyms of benefactor angel, donator, donor, fairy
godmother, Maecenas, patron, sugar daddy.

9: Anonymous benefactor restores Jewish cemetery in Poland - Diaspora - Jerusalem Post
A Catholic soup kitchen in Aurora that faced likely closure or relocation has been saved by a local businessman, who
purchased the building in which Friends of St. Andrew's hospitality center has.
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